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Learn everything you need to know about Bonsai GardeningSPECIAL OFFER: OVER 50%

DISCOUNTDOWNLOAD TODAY FOR ONLY $2.99!(regularly priced at $5.99)This book contains

proven steps and strategies on how to grow bonsai trees, but also to find out which type of tree suits

your personality the best. You can also read about the history of this art and check out some of the

finest examples of bonsai trees.A Sneak Preview Of What You Can Expect To Learn...âœ” What is

a bonsaiâœ” History of bonsai, from ancient times to the modern dayâœ” Most beautiful examples

of bonsai trees in the worldâœ” How to choose the right tree for youâœ” The easiest ways to grow a

bonsai treeâœ” Much, much more!Download your copy right now and save over 50% off the regular

price.No questions asked, 7 day money back guarantee.Go to the top of the page and click the

button on the right to order now for a limited time discount of only $2.99!Tags: Bonsai Care, Bonsai

Gardening, Bonsai Tree, Bonsai Pots, Companion Gardening, Gardening Guide, Gardening Tipps
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The author explained this subject matter very well. I was able to understand the history of bonsai

clearly, what it signifies and its purpose. Bonsai are genetically dwarfed plants but I learned from

this book that bonsai is different from dwarfing because of their process. Bonsai plants are truly

beautiful and captivating, but little have I known how ancient it is. I loved the fact that this unique art

of growing a tree has so much to do with bringing harmony, determination, love, honor, patience,

will, satisfaction and happiness for hundred of years. I love gardening but never have I thought of

having a bonsai, now that I know its significance, I would love to start having one. A must read read

for people who loves horticulture and art!

Poorly written. But more importantly, it lacks substance.I know nothing about tending to a Bonsai

tree. Afterreading this I know next to nothing about the subject.This was a waste of money.

This book was surprisingly short. Even though it did manage to at least touch on seemingly every

relevant aspect of care or item to be purchased, it lacked specificity in almost every area. Everything

I learned from the book could have been found in much greater detail online.

Bonsai tree are nice to look at especially if it have a proper management.I am really attracted to see

a bonsai plant.I love to try this bonsai ideas in my home that is why I got this book. Everything

changed when I have read this book as it gave me the history of the little tree. The part where it told

me about the miniature palace stuff, I was attracted, as with anything that has to do with small

things. i would highly recommend this book!!!!

My take on the book, Bonsai Tree Care. This book goes a little crazy with words. Nevertheless it is a

good read if you want to learn how to grow and take care of a Bonsai tree. This gives you examples

and the right type of Bonsai tree for you. Growing and taking care of such a tree can be costly if you

donâ€™t know what you are doing you need to read this book first. It can save you a lot of money.

My grandmother TRIED to grow one before and gave up easily. Should have read a book first!

Iâ€™ve always loved the beauty and artistic detail of bonsai trees, however Iâ€™ve been told they

are extremely difficult to maintain. Due to not having the ability or know-how I figured I would only be

able to enjoy them from afar. Once I found Lilibethâ€™s book I realized how wrong I was! Under her

detailed instruction one can learn all the basics of getting started. I loved finding out that expensive

tools are not needed, care and maintaining is not difficult. All that is really required is a strong



desire, patience, love and commitment and this book and in no time the reader will have the tools to

enjoy the fun of caring for their own bonsai tree. Within its pages one will learn a wonderful history

lesson of the bonsai, how to choose the right tree, equipment and the easiest ways to grow them. I

was very happy with this beginnerâ€™s guide as the right choice to getting started, growing and

maintaining my own bonsai tree.

This is quite a wordy book so if you are planning to take bonsai growing seriously, you'd better read

it a couple of times before you actually plan to grow anything. Now, this book also tells you what

tools you will need to grow bonsai yourself (that, or you can just buy a plant from Home Depot or

something), and just maintain that bonsai you got.A friend of my mom's actually grows bonsai, and it

was an expensive hobby, and not to mention something that will really test your nerves.The book

has a really, really long introduction, so if history bores you, skip that part.

If you want to know everything about the Bonsai tree and to take care of one, then this book is

perfect for you. The author definitely wants to make sure readers know a lot about Bonsai trees

before caring for one, even explaining in detail the history and popular growth of them. By reading

this book first, you'll know exactly what you are doing which will save you money. I always knew

Bonsai trees needed a more care than most plants, but I never knew just how much more care. If

you don't really care about the history of the Bonsai tree, you could probably skip the introduction. I

love how the book goes step-by-step in explaining how to care for your Bonsai tree.
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